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“Where were you when I laid the Earth’s FOUNDATION? Who marked
off its DIMENSIONS? Who laid its CORNERSTONE?” (Job 38: 4-7).

“You are built on the foundation of the Apostles and Prophets 
with CHRIST JESUS HIMSELF as the CHIEF CORNERSTONE” (Eph. 2:19–20).

“The stone that the builders rejected has become the CAPSTONE” (Ps. 118:22).

“I lay in Zion a CORNERSTONE, a sure foundation, whoever trust will not be shaken.  
I make justice the measuring line and uprightness the plumb line ” (Isa. 28:16–17).

HOLY TIME CALCULATION III:  25,827 PLEIADES AGE YRS – 25,630 ZODIAC AGE YRS = 197 YR PORTAL

Giza, one of the SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD, is missing its capstone,
rejected by its builders; Jesus caps it when He returns via the Pleiades!

“Can you bind the sweet influences of the Pleiades?” (Job 38:31)

Giza is Earth’s “Foundation stone,” built on our exact land-area center,
encoded in its geometries is the beginning and ENDING OF TIME! Our solar system
orbits the Pleiades constellation, our greater parent sun.  Giza’s apex is directed
toward the Pleiades and calculates our revolution as 25,827 years:  an AGE.

At sunset on the equinoxes, THE PYRAMID OF QUETZALCOATL in Chichen Itza
casts a serpent’s shadow, slithering down its stairs, into QUETZALCOATL serpent head
at its base.  On May 20, 2012, it captured an alignment between
the Pleiades and the zenith sun; the sun was eclipsed by the moon.
When the eclipse passed, the portal was opened for HIS RETURN!

Is God listening?

God gave
blueprints for 

Giza like Noah’s ark 

THE BIBLE AND THE PYRAMIDS: “In that DAY there will be an ALTAR to the
Lord in the HEART of Egypt and a MONUMENT to the Lord at its BORDER. It will
be a SIGN andWITNESS to the     ord in the land of Egypt.  When they CRY OUT to
the Lord because of their oppressors, He will SEND A SAVIOR” (Isa. 19:19–20).
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Pyramids are strategically located on Earth’s magnetic grids, forming a 
wireless ley line system, focused into Giza.  Negative thoughts, words, and

deeds, create tension in the grids. Grid tension is released through earthquakes,
storms, floods, and volcanoes. Pyramids are cosmic computers that measure
and transmit Earth’s vibratory levels (negative and positive vibes). The Maya use
harmonizing sacred vibrations or chants that resonate with pyramid crystals, to
manipulate k’ul, causing it to rise in the pyramids with the pitch.  This activates
their stabilizing power on the grids, counteracting stagnate negative energies!

OFFER UP TO THE FATHER THE STABILIZING POWER OF CHRIST. USE THE LIVING ROSARY (CARD 6).
IT WILL RAISE EARTH’S HARMONICS, STABILIZE HER GRIDS, MITIGATE EARTHQUAKES, AND COUNTERACT
STAGNANT NEGATIVE ENERGIES. CRY OUT TO HIM TO SEND OUR SAVIOR AND KING!
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THE SPHINX AND GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA are located in the CENTER
of Egypt—the BORDER between Upper and Lower Egypt. The Sphinx
has the head of Virgo, the Virgin, and body of Leo, the Lion       which
represents the “ALTAR” of God above the zodiac circle.
The layout of the Pyramid reveals that it is aMONUMENT

of marvel:  Its builders knew Earth’s dimensions and the layout of space,
and with its mystical math recorded a timeline of man’s history and future. 

Is God listening?

“THE LORD SITS
ENTHRONED

ABOVE THE CIRCLE
OF THE EARTH.”

(ISA. 40:22)

Card 16:  THE RETURN OF QUETZALCOATL (Christ?)

PRAY THE LIVING ROSARY FOR THE STABILITY AND HARMONY OF YOUR FAMILY AND THE EARTH.
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Hands in
prayer,
holding 
a Rosary

Mary’s Call to the World to Mitigate the Effects of
EARTH’SMAGNETIC POLE REVERSALDUE IN 2012

By Praying Her Rosary

OUR LADY OF TIME REVEALS THE SECRET 
CALCULATIONS OF “HOLY TIME” 
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THE MAYA CALCULATE THE PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES WILL OCCUR ON DECEMBER 21, 2012, MARKING THE
END OF THE AGE. THEY WARN A SOLAR SUPERSTORM WILL BOMBARD EARTH, TEMPORARILY ELIMINATING THE MAGNETO-
SPHERE, CONTRIBUTING TO A MAGNETIC POLE REVERSAL. THIS ELECTROMAGNET PHENOMENON ALTERS OUR DNA-RNA (ELECTRO-
CHEMICAL ACIDS THAT DETERMINE OUR GENETIC TRAITS), CAUSING THE SPONTANEOUS MASS EVOLUTION OF MANKIND.  IT ALSO
LEADS TO TECTONIC SHIFTS AND TSUNAMIS. IT IS THE CHANGING OF THE AGES. THE TIME WHEN SCIENTISTS UNDERSTAND
HOW COSMIC BEINGS USE PYRAMIDS FOR INTERPLANETARY AND TIME TRAVEL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND TO MONITOR EARTH’S
ACTIVITIES. (UFO SIGHTINGS HAVE INCREASED WORLDWIDE SINCE THE ATOMIC BOMB.) IT IS THE TRYING TIME OF THE RETURN
OF THE GODS—THE PORTAL OF TIME ENDING WITH ARCHANGEL MICHAEL AND HIS FORCES ENGAGING IN A COSMIC BATTLE,
HURLING SATAN AND HIS FORCES TO THE EARTH BEFORE THE RETURN OF QUETZALCOATL (CHRIST?) (REV./CARDS 1, 4).

To stabilize
your life and
bring it into
HARMONY
with God’s
will, know
this:  You are
an electro-
magnetic
being, tied
to Earth’s
electromag-
netism:  your
thoughts,
words and
deeds send
waves of
electromag-
netic vibra-
tions or
ripples into
the fabric of
TIME, which
effects the
Earth and
creates your
path in
TIME!

Ancient Maya 
migrated from
sinking Atlantis,
during the last
pole reversal.

see 
card
4 
and
bonus
card
1

ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC:
The electri-
cal waves
(currents

and fields)
produced by

magnets.
Waves move
or vibrate air
at different

speeds. 
Speed is

measured by
the frequency
of the waves
—the interval 

between 
wave sets.
Planets are
huge mag-
nets, pro-

ducing huge
gravitational

fields.  
Humans are
small mag-
nets.  Crys-

tals conduct
electromag-
net energy.

TIME
CONTINUUM:   
THE INFINITE
SPIRAL OF

TIME WHERE
BETWEEN ANY
2 OBJECTS A
3RD OBJECT
EXIST—THE
UNKNOWN

FACTOR—THE
DECIDING  
FACTOR!

BRAIN SPIN!
THE MAYA
TRACK TIME
BY EARTH’S
CYCLES
AOUND THE
SUN, ZODIAC,
AND GALAXY.
AN AGE IS
25,630 YRS.  

GIZA
HAS A
SECRET
PASSAGE
BLOCKED

BY 3
GRANITE
PLUGS
THAT

MUST BE
REMOVED
THROUGH
HAR-
MON-
ICS

BEFORE
CHRIST,
OUR

KING
WILL

RETURN.
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GIZA
HAS TWO
SECRET
CHAM-
BERS:

KING’S 
IS FOR

CHRIST’S

THE GREAT GIZA PYRAMID HOLDS THE SECRETS OF TIME

The END-TIME Prophecies of the Maya, Isaiah, and Peter

“FALSE PROPHETS
SAY:  ‘ON SUCH A DAY, 

THERE WILL BE A CATAS-
TROPHE.’  I HAVE ALWAYS SAID

THAT EVIL WILL COME IF THE
WORLD DOES NOT CONVERT

ITSELF.  CALL THE WORLD TO
CONVERSION. EVERYTHING

DEPENDS ON YOUR
CONVERSION!” (Med. 

Jel. 12/15/83)

On December 21, 2009, a mysterious image was
captured in the SHADOW of this bottle.  Can you
see Mary’s hands in prayer, holding her Rosary?
Is this a WARNING from Holy Mother Earth?

THE
QUEEN’S
CHAMBER
IS THE

VIRGIN’S

THE GREAT GIZA PYRAMID HOLDS THE SECRETS OF TIME

WHEN WE CRY OUT
TO THE FATHER, HE
WILL SEND OUR SAVIOR.

GIZA
HAS TWO
SECRET
CHAM-
BERS:

KING’S 
IS FOR

CHRIST’S

THE
QUEEN’S
CHAMBER
IS THE

VIRGIN’S

GIZA
HAS A
SECRET
PASSAGE
BLOCKED

BY 3
GRANITE
PLUGS
THAT

MUST BE
REMOVED
THROUGH
HAR-
MON-
ICS

BEFORE
CHRIST,
OUR

KING
WILL

RETURN.

STABILIZE EARTH WITH
YOUR PRAYERS, DEFEAT

SATAN’S PLANS!



HOLY TIME CALCULATION I :  To stablize the Earth, put your time in God’s hands
by making a tithe of your time:  24 hrs x 10% = 2 hrs/40 min of time due God daily.
An alignment will occur with God’s will, opening a portal into another dimension,
giving you more quality time for yourself and family. PRAY THE LIVING ROSARY!

THE LAST JUDGEMENT — DEVASTATION OF THE EARTH: The Lord is about to lay waste
the Earth; he will turn it upside down and twist its surface, scattering its people; none
will be spared.  Sinful deeds make the earth tremble. (Is. 24:1-2; Pr. 30:21-23 parallel)
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EINSTEIN TAUGHT THAT TIME IS NOT STATIC but relative to Earth’s speed. The Earth
produces electromagnetic frequencies as it turns. K’ul is the electromagnetic 
frequency of God—His sacred harmonic vibration and vital life force, ebbing and
flowing throughout the universe. When Earth’s k’ul becomes unstable, out of tune,
vibrating at too high (fast) or too low (slow) of a frequency, the Earth becomes
unstable. To stabilize the flow of k’ul, Maya use sacred chants, attuned to the
pyramid crystals that resonate or vibrate harmoniously with the frequency of God. 

Jesus said to PRAY to SLOW down end-time events so that they do not happen
in the cold of winter (12/21). The current Mayan high priest, alone, calculates Day
Zero in spring on March 31, 2013, and says the sun will be hidden for 60 to 70
hours by a black storm.  But the Father, alone, is calculating the hour of HIS COMING!

HOLY TIME CALCULATION II:  PRAYER ± PRAYER = SPEED OF CHRIST RETURN!

OUR UNSTABLE EARTH: Magnetic imprints left in volcanic rocks on the ocean floor 
indicate that the POLES REVERSE MAGNETICALLY. Ancient fossils and rocks indicate that
HUGE EARTHQUAKES have shifted Earth’s tectonic plates (crust): The Hudson Bay and the
Tropic Regions were once locations of the North Pole.  As our solar system orbits the
Milky Way, the precession of the Earth’s axis scribes a LARGE elliptical circle pointing
toward and then away from the center of the galaxy in a cycle of 25,920 years:  an
AGE. When it changes directions, POLE REVERSALS occur.  This unstable magnetic field
affects the tectonic plates, causing tectonic shifts and TSUNAMIS.  On December 21,
2012, Earth’s axis changes directions, pointing toward the center of the galaxy. 

THE DAY OF THE LORD: In the last days scoffers will laugh, “WHERE IS THIS COMING
HE PROMISED? Ever since our fathers died, everything goes on as it has since the
beginning of time.”  But they forget that long ago by GOD’S WORD the Earth was 
destroyed by a mighty flood.  By the same WORD the present Earth and HEAVENS
are reserved for fire, being kept for the DAY OF JUDGMENT! (cards 1, 12)

The Lord is not SLOW in keeping his PROMISE, but patient, wanting all to
repent. But the DAY OF THE LORD will come like a thief in the night.  The HEAVENS
will disappear with great violence—the elements (earth, air, water) will be destroyed
by fire. The Earth and everything in it will be burnt up and laid bare. Since
everything will be destroyed in this way, you ought to conduct yourselves in
HOLINESS and DEVOTION as you look forward to the DAY OF GOD and SPEED
HIS COMING! Beware of unstablemen who twist the Scriptures.  Do not be
led by their error and lose your stability; rather grow in GRACE. (2 Pet. 3 par.)
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The Earth will be utterly laid waste. The land is polluted by the sins of its people,
who have twistedGod’s law, breakinghis everlasting covenant of mercy and peace;
therefore, a curse devours Earth, burning its people; very few are left. The windows
(portals) of heaven are opened, the foundations of the Earth shake. Because sin is so
heavy, the Earth utterly collapses and everything is lost.  In that Day the Lord will
punish the POWERS IN THE HEAVENS and the Earth; and HE WILL REIGN. (Isa. 24 parallel)

A PYRAMID on Earth is mirrored by a Pyramid of Light in the cosmos.  Pyramids were
positioned on the grids to track cosmic cycles and alignments by establishing their
CORNERSTONES to the four cardinal directions or to the sun’s rising, zenith, or setting
times on the solstices or equinoxes.  Precisely aimed portals capture light from targeted
bodies when they pass overhead. PROPHETIC SHADOWS are cast, using unique objects.

THE ANCIENT MAYA OF CENTRAL AMERICA LIVED IN A UNIVERSE OF “HOLY TIME”1
TIME WAS CALCULATED BY THE GODS through Earth’s cycles around the sun, 

zodiac, and galaxy, revealing a common revolution of 25,600+ years forms an AGE.
The Maya tracked Earth’s cycles for millennia through pyramids, recording them
in calendars, confirming weather patterns, climate shifts, earthquakes, solar activity,
magnetic pole reversals, and tectonic shifts occur in cycles.  Their many almanac-
type calendars work like synchronized clocks and in 2012 reset to DAY ZERO!

Pyramids are the infrastructure of space, containing the secrets of the
cosmos in their geometric designs.  Powerful pyramid crystals send and receive

k’ul or “lifewaves”—waves of electromagnetic frequencies, forming a worldwide
wireless network of ley lines, converging into the Great Giza Pyramid. Pyramids cover
the Earth, disguised as hills.  They are precisely positioned on magnetic grids,
enveloping the Earth, created by Earth’s magnetic interface with stars, to align with
the cosmic bodies.  When alignments occur, portals (time warps) open.  Mayan priest
passed through the portals into future time dimensions, gaining prophetic knowledge.

After 526 years of silence, Mayan Elders agreed to release prophecies
about the coming NEW AGE! As the Earth orbits around the sun, wobbling on

its tilted axis, it scribes a small circle around the constellations of the zodiac,
called the precession of the equinoxes—a cycle totaling 25,600 to 25,800 years:
an AGE. Their Long Count calendar calculates this as five cycles, totaling 25,630
years.  It is in the FINAL cycle, the Grand Cycle, ENDING on December 21, 2012!

Our solar system orbits the Milky Way Galaxy. On December 21, 2012,
the Maya calculate that our solar system will align with the black hole at the center
of the galaxy. This “sacred crossroads” happens once in every AGE and marks
the ENDING/starting point of an AGE. This alignment opens a portal of new energy
from the black hole, the throne of Hunab K’u, the Creator God and Father, which
will transmute (alter) the Earth by a magnetic pole reversal, followed by tectonic shifts.
Fires purify the Earth before the return of QUETZALCOATL, one of three Gods (Christ?/
card 4).  *He had walked with them and PROMISED TO RETURN at the END OF TIME!

On December 21, 2012, a solar superstorm will temporarily eliminate Earth’s
magnetosphere (magnetic field) and the rising sun will eclipse the Earth from

the black hole, cutting off k’ul or the flow of energy coming from the galaxy, creating
a null zone.  When the eclipse passes, marking the END OF THE AGE, a magnetic pole
reversal will transmute the Earth, our DNA-RNA, and TIME itself!  We are made of the same
substance as the Earth—dirt; our bodies also have Earth’s same electromagnetic fields (card 4).
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SHADOW OF OUR LADY OF TIME was cast from a century-
old bottle on the winter solstice December 21, 2009.

A star foretelling Christ 1st
Coming was spotted by Magi
through a pyramid. (Mt. 2)

*The Book of Mormon records that
Christ also walked with the North

American Indians (3 Nephi: 11/card 13)

How did ancient people know about
grids, cosmic cycles, and alignments?

Van Allen Belt dow
n


